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Light up an LED
led

breadboard
resistor

Jumper wire

GPIO pins



1 Can you make the led flash on and off?

How do you think you can turn the led off?



Running

Select 'Build' -> 'Execute' or press F5 to run the 
code. Don't forget you save your work as a .py 
file (e.g mycode.py)
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Select the Geany app:
Type your code in the new window that opens  
(you don't have to include the #comments in red)
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       Can you change the speed and number 

of flashes?
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       You'll need to run this block 
once before the gpis sensor 
values become available

Reaction game with
button

Can you use the green LEDs to show who won?



Can you make the game 'best of 3' ?
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Can you use the green LEDs to show who 
won?

Reaction game with
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Jumper wire

Variable Brightness LED
led

breadboard
220 ohm
resistor

This works best with small LEDS

GPIO pins
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RGB LED

RGB Led

       Long leg connects 
to ground
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       What other colours can you create 
by mixing red, green and blue 
light?



On

Off
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We can change the note that the buzzer 
makes by feeding it a square wave.  In 
other words, turn it on and off quickly!

BUzz Buzzer 



BUzz Buzzer with

       Try adjusting the values of off_time and 
on_time that you use  to see how it 
affects the sound.
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       Can you modify the 'Reaction Time' code to 
include a buzzer that sounds when a player 
presses their button? Make it play a different 
note for each player

       Can you modify the code so that it plays 
a series of notes of increasing 
frequency? 

      What happens if you change False to True?



       This time we're using the 
+5 volts pin. Make sure 
you connect it to the 
correct pin on the 
sensor!

The PIR sensor uses Infra-red light to detect 
movement. Can you see it?
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The sensor's output is 0 when no motion is detected, 
then changes to 1 when something moves. 

Too sensitive? You can adjust its range: 

Vcc

Gnd

Sensitivity

P
IR
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intruder alarm with
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Can you modify the code so that the LED flashes?

       The buzzer only sounds for a few seconds. How 
about making it continue until a button is pressed 
to silence the alarm? 



       We're going to program Minecraft so that we 
leave a trail of gold behind us. 
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Paved with gold

       Can you modify your code so that it leaves a 
different block behind?



       In Minecraft Pi Edition there is no way to 
detonate TNT... unless we use some Python! 
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Boom!

       Run your code. 
       Place a TNT block
       Switch to your sword.
       Use it on the TNT (RIGHT click)
       Hit the TNT  a couple of times (LEFT click)



       Let's make a more impressive explosion crater!

      We'll combine lots of the Python code we've 
already used before (led, buzzer, reaction game).11

Bigger boom!
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        A seven segment display uses LEDs to show 
numbers. Each LED element is normally referred 
to by a letter, and can be switched on or off to 
make the correct shape. 
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Vcc

       So by 
turning on a, 
b, c, d, e, 
and f, we 
can make a 
zero

      The Python code on the next page can be used to 
control the seven segment display. 

7 segment display

7 segment display with
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       Can you add extra patterns for 
the remaining numbers (2-9) ?

       Extend and modify the code so that 
the leds count down from 9 to 0.

       Can you use a loop and another list?

       Use the dotted lines to help 
you get each block of code 
aligned correctly.
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LIGHT SENSOR

0.47uf capacitor
(white stripe side/short 

leg goes to gnd)

      LDR
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Can you build a traffic light simulator?

       Connect the LEDs and resistors to the Pi and 
then write the code to make them display the 
correct sequence.

       Remember the STOP (red) and GO (green) cycles 
should be longer than the GET READY (when 
amber is on). 
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Traffic lights challenge



       We want to be able to freeze Minecraft blocks, 
but have control over how far our magic powers 
can reach. 
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Vcc

        Let's have the coldness 
spreading out from us 
in this shape, but only 
freezing blocks that are 
NOT air. 

       We can adjust the variable resistor to set the 
range of our freezing. Just like an LDR, it is an 
analogue component so we use a capacitor to 
make a timing circuit.

        0.47 µf capacitor
(note one side has a white stripe)

 100K 
variable 
resistor

 2.2K
resistor

Frozen
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       We're pretending the variable resistor is an LDR 
(LightSensor) and hacking the gpiozero class so 
that it does what we want. 

       Can you modify the code to increase the 
maximum range?

       
       Can you make a lava-ray?
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Brightness

Brightness 255 is very bright! 
Don't stare at the LEDs when set
to 255 - It may hurt your eyes.

Especially the white ones!



import piglow  

piglow.red(255)  

piglow.leg(3,255)  

piglow.set(11,255)  

piglow.auto_update = True  

piglow.show()  

piglow.show()  

piglow.show()  

Fed up with typing piglow.show()? 

Turn everything off 

piglow.all(0)  

(but complex patterns will now run slower)

Turn everything off when the 
code ends.

piglow.clear_on_exit = True  

[ The numbers for the LEDs in Python are one less than in Scratch ]  import psutil

cpu = psutil.cpu_percent()  

Can you write code that makes the
PiGlow light up depending on how 
hard the CPU is working ? 

Challenge: CPU monitor



We use a driver board which we can control from the Pi. This 
way we can reverse the current and turn the motor in both 
directions. 

Stepper motors are DC motors that move in  steps. They have 
multiple coils that are organised in groups called "phases". By 
energising each phase in sequence, the motor will rotate, one 
step at a time.

        Stepper 
Motor

        ULM2003A
        Driver
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Stepper Motor

V 1.0
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How can you make the motor turn 
the opposite way?

Can you make the motor turn faster?

How many steps will return the 
motor to its starting position?

V 1.0



It has 2 buttons (the 
eyes), 6 input/outputs 
(legs) and a 5x5 LED 
matrix

The CodeBug can 
be tethered to the 
Pi and then 
programmed using 
Python.

You can sit the 
CodeBug onto the 
GPIO pins rather 
than use wires 18

Codebug

V 1.0



What other patterns can you 
make?

Can you make the text move faster?18 V 1.0
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      Let's use the guider library to make a simple GUI 
to control our LED circuit

A simple GUI
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      Now try a slider for LED 
brightness. This time we'll make 
the window smaller too.

   How about a checkbox and some coloured text?
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Put it all together!

Challenge: Create a GUI to control the 
colour of an RGB LED!



GPIO (general purpose input output)

These pins are a physical interface between the Pi and the 

outside world. At the simplest level, you can think of them as 

switches that you can turn on or off (input) or that the Pi can turn 

on or off (output). Seventeen of the 26 pins are GPIO pins; the 

others are power or ground pins.

Randomly plugging wires onto your 
GPIO will kill your PI!



AIR                   0
STONE                 1
GRASS                 2
DIRT                  3
COBBLESTONE           4
WOOD_PLANKS           5
SAPLING               6
BEDROCK               7
WATER_FLOWING         8
WATER                 8
WATER_STATIONARY      9
LAVA_FLOWING         10
LAVA                 10
LAVA_STATIONARY      11
SAND                 12
GRAVEL               13
GOLD_ORE             14
IRON_ORE             15
COAL_ORE             16
WOOD                 17
LEAVES               18
GLASS                20
LAPIS_LAZULI_ORE     21
LAPIS_LAZULI_BLOCK   22
SANDSTONE            24
BED                  26
COBWEB               30
GRASS_TALL           31
WOOL                 35
FLOWER_YELLOW        37
FLOWER_CYAN          38
MUSHROOM_BROWN       39
MUSHROOM_RED         40
GOLD_BLOCK           41
IRON_BLOCK           42
STONE_SLAB_DOUBLE    43

STONE_SLAB           44
BRICK_BLOCK          45
TNT                  46
BOOKSHELF            47
MOSS_STONE           48
OBSIDIAN             49
TORCH                50
FIRE                 51
STAIRS_WOOD          53
CHEST                54
DIAMOND_ORE          56
DIAMOND_BLOCK        57
CRAFTING_TABLE       58
FARMLAND             60
FURNACE_INACTIVE     61
FURNACE_ACTIVE       62
DOOR_WOOD            64
LADDER               65
STAIRS_COBBLESTONE   67
DOOR_IRON            71
REDSTONE_ORE         73
SNOW                 78
ICE                  79
SNOW_BLOCK           80
CACTUS               81
CLAY                 82
SUGAR_CANE           83
FENCE                85
GLOWSTONE_BLOCK      89
BEDROCK_INVISIBLE    95
STONE_BRICK          98
GLASS_PANE          102
MELON               103
FENCE_GATE          107
GLOWING_OBSIDIAN    246
NETHER_REACTOR_CORE 247
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